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ABSTRACT 

 

Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA), as an alternative of Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA), has 

proven to be a powerful method for evaluating the several outcomes and underlying costs of 

each and every project. It studies its economic viability on the long term and the possibilities 

of improvement by generating some financial ratios and analyzing several scenarios where 

different variables are modified. This technique is not easy, however. It is linked to plenty of 

difficulties, especially when it comes to estimating some costs and when it comes to the 

statistical interpretation of the method. This method has been widely used in most of, if not 

all, the projects, including health, military, education, and others. Hence, it’s a prominent step 

in the analysis in order to generate more reliable and accurate information concerning the 

financial aspects of any projects. In this project, we will be evaluating and analyzing the 

different costs and benefits of a random brick company. The analysis will be capitalized based 

on an analysis in the same field conducted by a group of scholars in Nigeria, and also on the 

knowledge acquired during our Engineering Economics’ class at AUI. The methodology is the 

same, and almost similar to the traditional one, and the added value would be the scenario 

analysis that we will do in order to assess which method is more beneficial to the firm. 

Keywords: Cost Effectiveness Analysis, Cost Benefit Analysis, financial ratios, costs, 

economic viability, engineering economics. 

Résumé: 

 

L’analyse coût-efficacité est une alternative de l’analyse coût-bénéfice qui a certes gagné une 

popularité de large renommée dernièrement. La technique étudie la rentabilité des projets et 

leur viabilité économique tout en générant et étudiant des proportions financières dans 

différents scenarios possibles. La méthode ACE est liée à des complexités dans l’estimation 

revenant à la nature des coûts inclus. Cependant, nulle ne peut revendiquer son efficience pour 

raison de générer des résultats plus précis et plus fiables.  Notre projet consistera en une 

analyse du genre pour une société de briques anonyme. L’analyse se basera plutôt sur une 

analyse menée par un groupe de chercheurs dans le même domaine au Nigéria et sur les 

techniques acquises dans le cours  de l’ingénierie économique offert dans notre Université. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 Morocco has been relying on domestic production of bricks a while ago; bricks 

companies have been making a lot of efforts in order to stay competitive vis-à-vis the foreign 

market of bricks. Brick companies have introduced several trends and novelties when it comes 

to this industry, and they have even widened their arena by starting to export outside Morocco. 

Yet, for a Moroccan company to stay competitive on the international level, several expenses 

are being charged. Further, some brick companies import bricks and sell them locally, which 

might turn out to be way more expensive than producing them locally then selling them. 

Having said this, a Cost Effectiveness Analysis will be run in order to define whether it is 

profitable to import brick from the foreign market then sell them domestically or to start 

producing and selling domestically. Indeed, importing then selling bricks can be a very 

profitable approach, regarding the situation of the Moroccan currency towards the foreign 

ones; however, with all the underlying costs related to taxes and transportation means, 

importing can turn out to be a loss. However, new financial systems are being implemented 

within the country to enhance the competitiveness of the Moroccan Dirham, and that is 

expected to enhance our exports and reduce our imports. Especially that Morocco has great 

potential when it comes to the industry of bricks, since the Kingdom disposes on the large 

scale of all the material needed, and the equipment to be used. Exploiting the domestic natural 

potential is expected to reduce a huge proportion of the expenses of the company, but of 

course local spending does take place as well. Having said that, it appears prominent to study 

the profitability of such approaches and evaluate their viability and that is the main aim of our 

capstone project. The Cost Effectiveness Analysis is becoming trendier and more helpful 

when it comes to the financial analysis and economic viability. Several variables are going to 

be taken into account in the analysis to enhance the accuracy of the project. Hence, this 

capstone report is about to be divided to several parts; as it will start with a STEEPLE analysis 

showing the social, technological, economic, environmental, political, legal, and ethical 

implications of the project. Then, a literature review showing the principle of the Cost 

Effectiveness Analysis, its diverse applications and uses and lately his advantages and main 

drawbacks. After that, I will briefly introduce the process of making bricks in general; then the 

problematic of the company and the core of our capstone project will discuss the aim of 

implementing such a platform of analysis, then a methodology section will take place showing 
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all the variables and the detailed methods of the analysis. Afterwards, the data extracted will 

be shared and its analysis and interpretation will follow up, before concluding the report and 

suggesting future work and improvements to be made on the topic, and how it could be 

extended in further areas.  

 

2 STEEPLE Analysis 

 2.1. Social Implication 

This project facilitates the task of including new costs and interpreting them all            

along in the analysis of different possible scenarios. It provides the firm with a platform 

that makes analyzing the efficiency much easier than thought. That is believed to reduce 

the time spent by financial managers to analyze each cost and run the analysis once 

again. Also, this project eliminates all the problems related to paper based analysis, 

since the electronic platform would be adjustable for every new entry. In addition, this 

could be a good initiative to include some digitalization in the Moroccan industry and 

enhance the automation of data. 

 2.2. Technologies Used 

For this project, we have made use of Microsoft Excel mainly, with great 

emphasis on VBA, Visual Basic, which has allowed us to implement different scenarios 

and analyze them. More details of the technologies used will appear in a later section of 

the report where the inputs, variables, and functions are discussed in further details. 

 2.3. Economic Impact 

This technique is based on tools that are largely free and all time available, which 

reduces the cost of time spent running the analysis. Also, providing the company with 

such solution can on the short and long term significantly cut its expenses, because a lot 

of time is reduced and a clearer idea about the different alternatives and scenarios could 

be generated, which could lead to better decision making regarding the profitability of 

the project.  
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 2.4. Environmental Impact 

Implementing a platform electronically can help the company get rid of the paper 

work, which will reduce the consumption of paper by the workers. That is indeed a 

huge environmental improvement that the country is still working on by helping 

companies get automated. 

 2.5. Political Aspect 

Our product is far from serving any political need of any specific political party. 

Yet, it conspires to what the King of our country, his Majesty Mohamed 6 is asking 

companies to do and rely more on the automation or digitalization of their data, because 

paper based work is becoming an obsolete method of work.  

 2.6. Legal Framework 

The platform we will develop does not have any legal implications, and does not 

contravene with any legal regulations whether on the national or international level. 

 2.7. Ethics and Moral Framework 

Ethics and morals were respected throughout the project from the data retrieval 

to the delivery of the results of the analysis. The project is expected to serve best the 

company first, then the Moroccan industry without causing any harm to the community 

or any third party affected directly or indirectly by the project. 

 

3 Literature Review   

 3.1 Principle of the Cost Effectiveness Analysis 

  Cost Effectiveness or Cost Benefit Analysis has proven to be one of the most 

prominent and most effective tools that govern the analytical and quantitative aspects of a 

project, especially if its impact is on the long term. In general, “cost benefit analysis provides 

a systematic and formalized set of procedures for assessing whether to fund and implement a 

public policy or program” [1]. Indeed, this method helps making comparative decisions 

between projects that are of great influence and impact on the society.  
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  Experts’ advices are good, sometimes exemplary; however, not always accurate or 

effective. Yet, “the virtue of the cost benefit analysis is that it is able to make a more 

systematic and efficient use of judgment than any of its alternatives. The essence of the 

method is to construct and operate within a "model"—an idealization of the situation 

appropriate to the problem” [2]. That model can be “modelled” as an online program or even a 

survey that clearly defines the problematic in question and can, accurately provide a solution. 

Once the scope is defined, researchers follow the guidelines already set and evaluate the 

question of the analysis and the assumptions and judgments made earlier; whether they are 

appropriate one or not.  

  The Cost Effectiveness Analysis method involves five main elements in order for the 

analysis to be complete, global, and accurate. Those five elements are: the objective, the 

alternatives, the costs, the model, and finally the criterion, and they are explained in details 

below:  

1- The objective: It is agreed upon that the Cost Effectiveness Analysis, or Cost Benefit 

Analysis, is used to facilitate the decision making of a course of action, or important 

decision. Therefore, the precise identification of the main objective of the analysis is a 

prominent, rather a crucial, step; and the way to achieve and attain this objective is 

enforced as well. Having said this, the examination and comparison of the alternatives 

or different scenarios of the analysis is made mainly on the basis of a minimum cost 

objective. 

2- The Alternatives: In order to reach that objective previously tackled, analysts must set 

a number of alternatives and substitutes meant to be tested. Obviously, those 

alternatives should be different one another and meant not to perform one similar 

function in order to attain an efficient and accurate result. 

3- The Costs: Away from the traditional definition of costs as the expenses that are 

incurred when a service is provided or a good is sold, costs in the Cost Effectiveness 

Analysis represent the resources that are lost when an alternative is chosen. In other 

terms, in a Cost Effectiveness Analysis, only one alternative is chosen, and hence the 

resources lost in the implementation of other purposes are considered as costs; or 

financially speaking, sunk costs.   

4- The Model: as its name implies, the model in a Cost Effectiveness Analysis is 

nothing but the simulation and representation of the real situation of the question being 
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analyzed. The model can be an equation, a code or even a program. Those methods of 

forming a model should be accurate in the way that they reflect perfectly what would 

happen in reality if such alternative is chosen, regarding implicit and explicit 

consequences. The role of the model in the Cost Effectiveness Analysis is to “predict 

the costs that each alternative would incur and the extent to which each alternative 

would assist in attaining the objectives” [2] 

5- The criterion: the criterion represents the rule that the analyst considers in order to 

rank the alternatives from the most prominent one to the least important alternative in 

the analysis. According to the article, the criterion “provides a means for weighing cost 

against effectiveness” [2]. 

  To sum the principle of the Cost Effectiveness Analysis part, it appears that “CEAs 

are built on the available evidence, some of which has been collected by design, and combine 

data acquired from different studies and study types to answer a well-scoped question which, 

individually, the source of data may or may not have been capable of answering” [3]. That is 

to say, the accuracy of this method and its evidence cannot be denied nor neglected. That is 

mainly due to the fact that it shapes its question and assumptions in a very clear way that 

disentangles all ambiguities and uncertainties of the data from the results.  

 

 3.2 Applications of the Cost Effectiveness Analysis 

“Cost effective analysis (CEA) is used frequently in health and other fields in which 

controlled experiments are possible” [4] Indeed, the Cost Effectiveness Analysis has proven to 

be a powerful method for analyzing different scenarios and ending up choosing the most 

promising and profitable one. Therefore, the application of the method is widely remarkable in 

prominent field and areas, such as health, infrastructure, military, transportation, and other 

fields.  

  “Cost benefit analysis is the government's primary economic tool to assess and 

evaluate proposed resource allocation” [1]. In other terms, such a method is necessary in order 

to evaluate the future projects of the government especially that they have an impact on the 

public and it does influence its quality of life as well as the overall economic development. 

Planning or managing events can be considered as an important application of the concept of 

cost effectiveness analysis. Indeed, organizations cannot just organize events based on 
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different or random resources that impact widely the expenses on behalf of the profits 

generated.  

  When it comes to health, some research projects have been done related to injecting 

drug users while considering different trials (scenarios) and different variables, or even testing 

the benefit of some new kind of innovative drugs. In the military field, the analysis has been 

done to come up with the right number of military trucks, and the best methods to win a battle 

against the enemies. When it comes to pharmaco-economics, this method of analysis can study 

the cost effectiveness of the interventions that are meant to be either preventive or therapeutic. 

The input data cannot necessarily be currency valued as long as it can be measurable. For 

instance, in the cost effectiveness analysis of some therapeutic interventions, the benefit or 

effect is unique to each and every single intervention. “Examples include the number of 

people cured of a disease, the mm Hg reduction in diastolic blood pressure and the number of 

symptom-free days experienced by a patient.” [2] To select the best effect to be considered, 

the analyst should have some knowledge when it comes to clinical issues and medical 

judgments.   

  Transportation is another field that benefits from the use of the cost effectiveness, or 

benefit, analysis in the sense that the analysis could be done in order to decide about 

outsourcing any department that is redundant in a firm, and that can considerably decrease the 

costs of the firm itself, while increasing the volume of revenues.  

  Quade emphasizes on the application of the cost effectiveness method when 

analyzing the energy efficiency of buildings to come up with the value of the energy that can 

be saved. [4] As a matter of logic, energy is a non-currency variable that is saved instead of 

consumed in this case.  While the cost is the investment in the efficient building, the benefit is 

obviously the energy saved of future years, which takes away any ambiguity or uncertainty 

related to future prices of this latter.  

“The various applications of CEA in a multitude of fields prevent any one article from 

addressing each problem that might arise in a specific example » [4] Indeed, the Cost 

Effectiveness Analysis is an advantageous method that is itself cost effective and mainly 

helpful in determining and extracting the most desirable and promising projects to be 

implemented however the field.  
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 3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of using the Cost Effectiveness 

Analysis 

  The purpose or essence of the cost effectiveness analysis implies its main advantages. 

Having said this, it appears crystal clear that the main advantage of the method is that it can be 

applied to a wide variety of projects regardless of their field of action or interest; such as those 

tackled in the previous sections. It can give an idea about the budget that must be allocated to 

a government project, or about the quantity of energy saved in an energy efficient building, it 

can even advise about the consequences of an innovative drug in the medical field. “In any 

case, competent cost-effectiveness analysis can help a decision maker to understand the 

relevant alternatives and the key interactions by giving him an estimate of the costs, risks, and 

possible payoffs associated with each course of action”. [2] The analyst then gains high 

confidence and experience that boosts his future judgments concerning future projects in a 

similar consistent field. In contrast, choosing a project or an alternative or a scenario on no 

basis is not practical and leads nowhere in the analysis. 

  Relying on the cost effectiveness analysis can be also advantageous in the sense that 

it eliminates all uncertainties and ambiguities in every project by disallowing intuitive 

assumptions, uncertain knowledge, and misjudgments that could negatively affect the analysis 

and impact the results. Yet, the interpretation is to be done in the light of the values, beliefs, 

and even knowledge of the decision maker or analyst. 

  On the other hand, the disadvantages of the cost effectiveness analysis are also worth 

being discussed. The main disadvantage of the method is that it cannot be turned to science. In 

other words, the method only helps estimate scenarios and recommends the most promising 

one without providing the understanding of the scenario chosen itself or even predict and 

forecast its possible future implications. The cost effectiveness analysis, similarly to 

engineering, aims at generating and recommending the cheapest scenarios and alternatives 

possible. However, and unlike engineering, the cost effectiveness analysis does not allow 

enough time to test for the validity of the alternative chosen due to the fact that the method is 

generally used in urgent and sudden situations.  

  Furthermore, “cost-effectiveness analysis may still look like a purely rational 

approach to decision making, a coldly objective, scientific method free of the human attributes 

of preconceived ideas and partisan bias and judgment and intuition. It isn’t, really” [2]. 
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Differently expressed, it has been mentioned before that the cost effectiveness analysis is good 

and efficient method since it is filtrated from imprecise knowledge or even intuitive 

assumptions; however, that is not really the case. That is due to the fact that the different 

scenarios are implemented by analysts, who are human beings. Also, the different variables, 

the design of the question of analysis itself, the data and numbers are all human retrieved. On 

top of that, the analysis and interpretation of the results is done purely by humans. This 

wouldn’t make the cost effectiveness analysis inefficient, but would not similarly make it 

perfectly efficient.  

  The different advantages and disadvantages mentioned contribute to a pro and con 

use of the method. However, the presence of disadvantages does not lower in any form the 

consistency and accuracy of the method at least for now. Having said this, the disadvantages 

of the method are indeed inevitable and cannot in any form be avoided regarding the 

contribution of humans in coming up with new solutions and innovations to improve and 

develop the method even further.        

4 Process of Making Bricks 

Generally speaking, to form bricks, the input material goes through different machines 

that are: the conveyor, the breaker, the pug mill, the extruder, the de-airing room, the grinder, 

the machine for forming and cutting, the dryer, and finally the kiln, which is simply the oven. 

The process of making bricks is a standard process; that is, it is the same everywhere, 

the same machines and techniques are employed, and the only difference remains in the 

composition. The essential composition of bricks is clay and sand, plus some lime and water 

to mix the ingredients. However, in some cases there can be added some additives, such as 

alumina, wood or wool; that are either chemical or non-chemical. Those additives can be 

added while playing on some material properties; for instance, the resistivity, the strength, the 

toughness or other. In my part of the project, I will be studying the effect of appending a 

chemical additive on the cost of bricks.  

To present the process of making bricks more accurately, I will describe the process as 

seen when we went to the brick company in Meknes. When we got there, the responsible took 

us to a land nearby the refractory in which there was dunes of sand and clay. He stated that the 

land was already theirs, and the sand is brought from a close land. He explained that first of all 

bricks are a combination of clay and sand; more specifically, they mix about 70% of clay with 
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almost 30% of sand, then add water to the mixture. The man explained that they were 

combining clay with sand because sand makes the mixture more elastic, hard, tough, and more 

absorbing of water. After doing some research, I found out that sand is added also in order to 

make the de-molding, or removal of bricks from the molds, easier. Also, we have asked the 

responsible about their choice of  a composition of 30% sand 70% clay; he explained that they 

have tried many samples with different compositions, starting from 90% clay 10% sand, 80% 

clay 20% sand, 70% clay 30% sand, 60% clay 40% sand, and finally 50% clay and 50% sand. 

The results were that the chosen composition (70% 30%) was the best composition in several 

senses. One important thing about clay bricks is that should be able to absorb water, for the 

cement to stick on them; and the other important thing is that they should be soundproof.  

So clay is transported via the conveyor to the breaker in order to get softer; then it goes 

through the pug mill that only lets fine clay pass. Afterwards, the extracted clay is pushed to 

the de-airing room via the extruder, and the output is mixed with sand and water in the 

grinder. As everything is finally mixed, it should rest a little in order to be easily formed later 

on. At this stage, the consistency and texture of the mixture represent a critical constraint. That 

is, the mixture should neither be lenient nor hard. Therefore, they have an employee standing 

next to the mixer to check for the consistency and add water or sand as necessarily required. 

Once the mixture relaxes, proofs, and becomes light; it is transported to the forming 

and cutting machine that gives the bricks the desired shape, that is either standard or customer 

specific. The forming machine outputs long chains of bonded bricks that are afterwards cut 

using the same machine to the specific length. Of course, there are some bricks that deform 

while being cut, and so they are put aside in order to be mixed separately and reformed and cut 

again. That is, nothing is wasted nor lost. 

After forming a nicely shaped bricks, they should get dry at room temperature in order 

to be used. That is done so as not to cause bricks to become hard and break easily. This being 

said, the bricks formed are put in large trays are a passed through a dryer that evaporates the 

water inside and removes the excess moisture. The dryer dries the bricks linearly until it 

reaches a temperature of 70 °C and a humidity level of 100%, and once the drying process is 

over, the bricks are exposed to a 0% humidity level and the ambient temperature of the 

factory, in order not to defect.  

Once water-free, the bricks shall be driven to the oven, or kiln, in order to become 

tougher and harder. Therefore, they are entered in an 850 °C kiln, and their preparation is in 
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three separate steps: preheating, firing, and finally cooling. The bricks are preheated in order 

to avoid a thermal choc, and because the transportation from the dryer to the oven makes them 

gain some humidity. Once preheated, they are fired until their color changes to red- from 

where the brick red color. When the firing is over, the bricks are cooled until they reach a 

temperature of 60°C and then they are ready and set to be packaged and delivered. Notice that 

as the temperature increases, the color of the bricks gets darker. 

5 Problematic and Core of the Project  

 

 Many Moroccan firms rely on basic methods to generate their financial statements and 

run their financial analysis. They do indeed rely on paper based work more than computer 

based work, and that is not efficient in many ways. First, doing paper based work can 

sometimes be so confusing, especially if the analysis is so long and complex. Also, while 

working on paper, generating and implementing different functions for different scenarios can 

even be harder; sometimes the time you take to write down a possible scenario can be enough 

to forget about another possible scenario. In addition to that, papers are subject to losses or 

damages, as they can easily be trashed without having the team noticing that. From there 

emerges the urge of automating and digitalizing the data in order to be more creative, save 

more time, and share data and results in a more efficient manner. 

 On the other hand, a lot of managers find it difficult to manage their costs and budget 

on projects that are indeed profitable. Studying whether a project is cost effective or not can be 

a serious burden sometimes, especially when the work is done on paper and when several 

projects are on the line. Further, those who succeed in generating all the possible scenarios for 

the analysis and succeed in analyzing them in more details though can go through hard times 

when one of the variables of the analysis is to be changed to notice its impact on the results. 

Here again, the analysis should start down from the bottom. Further, the cost effectiveness 

analyses take a broad view of costs and benefits, including indirect and longer-term effects. So 

it makes sure the analysis is as comprehensive as possible. 

 All of these are reasons that encourage the company to rely more on the cost 

effectiveness analysis using digitalized methods such as Excel and VBA, and forget about 

paper based work for a more detailed, realistic, and accurate analysis. 
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 Oppositely, bricks’ industry in Morocco is quite “random”; by saying this I mean that 

refractories just work on generating whatever is demanded in the market. Further, the industry 

is not competitive in the kingdom; that is why they generally don’t seek novelties, or new 

opportunities that could enhance the business or even the industry. Even though several efforts 

are enforced, the progress is still minimal. 

 The core of our Capstone Project is to act as if we were going to establish our own 

brick company in Ifrane. Launching a refractory is not an easy task, but rather requires deep 

and intensive analysis and research. That is why we decided to have some real and accurate 

data to base our analysis on, and to do this we had gone to an existing brick refractory in 

Meknes. The added value of our project would be to suggest and implement some scenarios 

that are not considered by the refractory in order to have them applied in our project, all of 

these to reach the minimum unit cost of bricks. This is done in parallel with the automation of 

the data and digitalization of the scenarios.   

 

6  Methodology 

 6.1 Set of variables for the analysis  

  The variables of the analysis include the following: the raw material used to form the 

bricks, the energies that are split into electricity, fuel, and coal, the machines and equipment 

used from the extraction of clay to the packing of the bricks, along with their maintenance and 

repair costs, buildings that include the land used, the building of operations, and that of civil 

work, labor that includes the wages and salaries of the employees from the heads of each 

department, the general supervisor to the drivers of the trucks, and finally the transportation 

part that considers the drivers, the gasoline, and every person concerned within the 

department.  

 6.2 Methods of the Cost-Benefit Analysis 

To run the CBA, we should first settle down and define all the costs related to that 

project, then all the expected benefits. For this project, the costs taken into account are the 

costs of equipment, buildings, energy, transportation, labor, maintenance and the unit of 

account. The unit of account is seen as an aggregate of the production costs, which 
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standardizes the price of the good. In other terms, the unit of account is about choosing a price 

level that is either domestic for the local market, or world market price level designated for the 

foreign market; it is also about choosing a currency that is either national or foreign in which 

all resource inputs should be expressed. 

 Costs of labor differ based on the grade level and step of the staff, as known in 

Morocco as “l’échelle”, whereas all the remaining costs are clear and straightforward. Further, 

the unit economic costs were estimated for local bricks to be the costs included investments in 

raw material, energies, machines, buildings, transportation, and labor, with many details.   

 The production cost of the brick per annum was computed using the following 

formula: 

Production cost/year = Building cost + Machine cost + Energy cost + Labor cost + 

Material cost + Transportation cost; 

Or            P= Bc + Mc + Ec + Lc + Mtc + Tc  

Further, Building cost (Bc), Machine cost (Mc), Energy cost (Ec), Labor cost (Lc), and 

Transportation cost (Tc) are the same for all alternatives. Hence, 

Bc + Mc + Ec + Lc + Tc = K1 (constant cost)  

So,          Production cost/year = constant cost + Material cost 

  Total cost = Production cost/year + Other cost addition  

Other cost addition represents some sunk costs related to the testing, monitoring of the 

machinery, or even reporting, and those costs are estimated to contribute to about 10% of the 

annual production cost. Hence, 

                           Total Cost = Production cost per year + 0.1 production cost per year  

And, the quantity produced per year can be computed through the following: 

Production quantity per year = Machine capacity per day × working days (in a year)  

Since, the capacity of the machines is predetermined, and the working days per year are widely 

known, this quantity can be replaced by a constant variable: K2, where  

K2 = Production quantity per year 

Also,  

Unit Cost = Total Cost / K2, 

Handling Cost = Unit Cost, 

And,            Selling price = unit cost + handling cost 
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To simplify things, we replace the production cost/year, material cost, total cost, unit cost, 

handling cost and selling price by a, b, c, d, e and f respectively. 

From the above, the following relationship can be established, 

a = K1 + b and c = 1.1 * a 

Thus, it implies that, 

d = c / K2 and f = d + e (4) 

And since e = d, f = 2d = 2c/K2 

In general form, 

fij = 2 * cij / K2 

Where i and j are the size of the bricks (a, b, c, d, e). 

Selling price projection is given by: 

Fv = P * (1+i)n 

Where, Fv is the future value, P is the present value which represents the current selling price 

of the bricks, i is the interest rate; in our case it represents the inflation rate in Morocco, and n 

is the number of periods. Since P is the selling price, P = f. Therefore, 

Fv = f * (1+i)n 

But, f = 2 * cij / K and c = 1.1 * a, while, a = K1 + b, then, 

f = 2 * 1.1 * a / K2 = 2.2 * (K1 + b) / K2 

 

 

This is the final expression of the selling price at any time t, or period n, with respect to all the 

inputs and different costs.   

Other than that, the economic viability of the bricks domestically produced using cost benefit 

analysis can be expressed as follows: 

 

Where the benefit represents all the relevant costs, or the costs that could be avoided. 

 6.3 Constraints 

  Several constraints are going to be considered, mainly those related to the 

transportation and raw material. For transportation, we should first see whether the company 

has its own transportation firm, or whether it benefits from the services provided by a separate 

Fv = 2.2 * (K1 + b) / K2 * (1+i)n 
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firm for that has its own implications in the analysis. Further, raw material is an issue as well 

since it can either be supplied from another company or at the availability of the same 

company. Also, the capacity of the machines can be considered as a constraint. Indeed, 

machinery is expected to deliver a certain number of bricks per period of time. Another 

constraint would be the number of workers within the firm. That is actually related to the 

productivity of each worker. 

 6.4 Net Present Value Analysis 

  The Net Present Value analysis means choosing alternatives based on their NPV. The 

NPV is the sum of the present values of all the futures cash flows less the initial investment of 

the project. The future cash flows should be discounted at the appropriate discount rate in 

order to be accurate. The best discount rate to be used is the firm’s discount rate, as known as 

the Weighted Average Cost of Capital, or WACC. When it comes to the interpretation of the 

results; a positive NPV means that the present value of the future cash flows exceeds the 

initial investment in the project and the project is economically viable. On the other hand, a 

negative NPV shows an initial investment that exceeds the present value of the future cash; 

hence, the project is not economically viable since it represents a loss to the company.  

  The use of the NPV method emerges from the limitations of the Payback Period as a 

measure of the cost effectiveness analysis. Even though, the Payback Period method helps 

identifying how long it will take a firm to recover from a new investment, it has serious 

limitations. The most prominent limitation is that it does not take into account any cash flow 

occurring after the payback period. This makes of the method a liquidity measure instead of a 

profitability measure. Although the NPV is widely used as the most efficient profitability 

measure, it is not a perfect ideal method either. The main limitation of the NPV method is that 

it does not take into account the size of the investment. Indeed since the interpretation and 

decision are made based on the final result and not on the initial investment.  

  Mathematically speaking, the Net Present Value is computed through the following 

formula:  
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For our project, we have formed our discount rate based on the inflation rate; we got inspired 

from a study done by some Nigerian Scholars about a bricks company in Nigeria. Besides, the 

bricks’ industry in Morocco is not that competitive. Having said this, we have decided a 

discount rate of 1.5%, which represents the average inflation rate in Morocco, according to 

HCP (Haut Commissariat au Plan). 

 6.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

  The sensitivity analysis is done in order to obtain a significant relationship between 

the variables. It is done by changing a variable at a time and noticing the change on the total, 

in our case the NPV. A sensitivity analysis can be done either by increasing or decreasing the 

value of a variable by a certain percentage. When running a sensitivity analysis for a NPV 

scenario, it can be done on the level of the discount rate that we can manipulate either up or 

down and notice the change on the NPV. The sensitivity analysis can also help identify the 

breakeven rate, or the rate at which the NPV changes sign from positive to negative or vice-

ver-sa.    

  As said earlier, in this project we will be playing with the discount rate and establish 

a relationship between the change done and the result. In consequence, we will be choosing 

some rates that are lower than and higher than the discount rate we previously chose. Those 

rates are: 1%, 2%, 5%, 7%, and the risk free. We have also implemented an input function 

linked to a dialog box that allows the user to enter any rate in question and the results will 

appear automatically. 

7  Data Analysis 

 7.1 Data 

  In order to gather the data, we had to visit some brick companies located in Meknes, 

even though there were not many. Unfortunately, we could only get the data of one company, 

which is Extrabrik. Other companies were either in maintenance, or weren’t responsive, and 

others didn’t accept visitors. We tried to ask some whether we could provide them with an 

Excel Sheet containing blank cells for them to fill them, since they claimed that their financial 

statements are confidential and cannot be shared with students; and they didn’t accept to do 

so. However, we feel confident that one company is enough for our analysis, because they 
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pretty much all do the same tasks, have the same machines, pay almost the same salaries, and 

even sell at the same price. So basically, we convinced ourselves that getting the data from 

different brick companies would be a waste of time, and a redundant analysis.  

   During our tour, we tried to notice all the things that can further be improved, by 

noting the different problems they were facing. Those problems were as follows:  

 Extrabrik had a worker standing next to the dough and checking for its consistency 

and adding water whenever needed. That is due to the fact that sometimes the sand 

received is mixed with some clay, and that would need more clay and hence more 

water. 

 The brick refractory has some redundant machines; or machines that do the same 

work but located in different places. For instance, the mixer that is just after the 

conveyor, and again after the trimmer, and that is because the pieces of clay should be 

at the smallest size possible.  

 There was no alternative for almost all the machines in the refractory. In 

consequence, when a machine breaks or stops operating adequately, the whole process 

of making bricks stops, and the refractory closes until a solution is found. When we 

asked a responsible in the refractory, he said the maintenance was a costly charge 

accounted for every year, about 12 million MAD, and that that is done in order to 

eliminate the need of replacing any machine in the refractory (since the refractory first 

opened) 

  Other problems were not that urgent; for example the quantity of clay available. The 

solution was to buy a nearby land, and that is it. Another problem was that they didn’t have a 

store to sell their manufactured bricks at; but rather, their clients came to them, and their 

production depended on their customers’ needs only.   

 7.2 Techniques used 

  To be able to generate an efficient Cost Effectiveness Analysis, we strove to 

automate data, using a VBA code that outputs the least payback period and the highest Net 

Present Value, depending on any change in the variables. The content of the code is in gross 

the different equations and methods previously shown and discussed in the “Methodology” 
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section of the report. Those are the standard techniques used to generate a cost effectiveness 

analysis. The essence of the method is to generate the payback period and the Net Present 

Value. The scenario with the least Payback Period and highest Net Present Value is the most 

profitable, or even cost effective, scenario; and it’s the strategy that should be applied.  

  However, in financial projects, the payback period is least considered as a 

profitability measure. Indeed, such an indicator is considered contrarily as a liquidity measure 

of the firm. But this doesn’t prevent us from using it to test the effectiveness of a project from 

its ineffectiveness, since it will be paired with a Net Present Value analysis. 

  What is to be feared in the analysis is the fact that the NPV and Payback Period give 

two different results, which is highly probable. In that case, the NPV wins the battle and the 

final result is whatever the Net Present Value analysis suggests since it is more efficient and 

accurate than the Payback Period.   

 7.3 Assumptions of the analysis 

 In order to be more accurate in the analysis, and to prepare a strong ground for future 

improvements; it is essential to settle down all the assumptions that were taken into account 

all along the semester of work. The different assumptions were taken with regards with the 

units of the variables, the costs provided by different suppliers in the world, some information 

provided by Extrabrik, and some information related to the Moroccan economy retrieved from 

Internet.  Having said this, below is the list of all the assumptions considered: 

• Number of working days is 330 days/year 

• There are 2 shifts a day, each of 7 hours 

• The annual capacity is expected to be about 21,450,000 brick 

• The inflation rate is approximately 1.5% 

• The raw material can be shipped from Meknes at 25MAD/cubic meter or from Rabat 

at 150 MAD/cubic meter 

• The clay land is our property, yet considered as a sunk cost 

• The Expected life of the brick making machine is about 15 years 

• The brick making machine takes about 6 to 7 months to arrive 

• The installation is provided by the company 

• The chemical additives can stand up to a year in the refractory without defect 

• Their transportation takes about a month 
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• The chemical additives are transported in special bags that prevent any chemical 

reactions from occurring  

• Those bags can only be removed before immediate use 

• The units of the variables are as follows:  

• Sand: MAD/cubic meter 

• Electricity, Water, Fuel, and Coal: MAD/year  

• Machines: $ to MAD at an exchange rate of 9.2073MAD/$ 

• Taxes: MAD/year 

• Labor: Net annual salaries in MAD/year 

• Transportation: MAD/year 

7.4 Different Scenarios 

   The different scenarios to be generated depend mainly on the different problems 

encountered vis-à-vis the current situation; since the current situation might turn out to be the 

most profitable alternative. Having said that, we will be having one distinct scenarios related 

to the brick company we visited; that is, Scenario 1 will be about Extrabrik. In other words, 

we will try to implement the same operations of Extrabrik as scenario by having suppliers 

from both Meknes and Rabat. In that scenario we will be inputting the different costs retrieved 

from the Excel sheets provided by the company and regrouped per major cost. In Excel, the 

scenarios look like: 
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Table 1: Alternative n°1: Initial Composition of 30% sand and 70% clay while shipping from 

Rabat

 

Table 2: Alternative n°2: Initial Composition of 30% sand and 70% clay while shipping from Meknes 
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  A further scenario will be about outsourcing the worker charged of checking the 

consistency of the dough and adding water whenever needed, and instead replace it with a 

machine that can do the same task; such machine is called “Doseur Gravimètrique” or 

Gravimetric Metering in plain English. The hydrometer is an Italian machine that checks the 

level of pressure in the mixture, sends a signal to an automatic sink attached to it, and that sink 

adds water until the machine sends another signal to stop the water.  

Upon considering this scenario, the cost of labor will be decreased by the salary of that 

employee, and the cost of machinery and equipment will be increased by the price of the new 

machine. The scenarios look like the following in Excel: 

 

Table 3: Alternative n°3: Replacing an employee with a hydrometer while shipping from Rabat (30:70) 
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Table 4: Alternative n°4: Replacing an employee with a hydrometer while shipping from Meknes (30:70) 

  Another scenario would be about changing the composition, swirling between 20% 

sand 80% clay and 30% sand 70% clay. The actual composition of Extrabrik is 30% sand and 

70% clay. That “ideal” composition was reached after several trials of different compositions. 

The perfect or ideal clay fired bricks should be soundproof and good absorbent of water. Yet, 

a composition of 20:80 can also provide the same properties with lower costs; and those 

properties can further be improved by using additives.  

The difference between both compositions is not about the daily capacity, but rather about the 

transportation costs per month since both refractories do import the sand from close lands. The 

costs related to this alternative are shown on the Excel Sheet below: 
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Table 5: Alternative n°5: Initial Composition of 20% sand and 80% clay while shipping from Rabat 

 

Table 6: Alternative n°6: Initial Composition of 20% sand and 80% clay while shipping from Meknes 
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While changing the initial composition of the bricks, it seems evident to include the 

replacement project. Having said this, two other scenarios can be added, and they are: 

replacement project with a 20:80 composition while supplying from either Meknes or Rabat. 

The scenarios look like the following in Excel: 

Table 7: Alternative n°7: Replacing an employee with a hydrometer while shipping from Rabat (20:80) 
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Table 8: Alternative n°8: Replacing an employee with a hydrometer while shipping from Meknes (20:80) 

  Another interesting scenario would have been about reducing the number of 

machines. As previously tackled, the companies have some repetitive processes such as 

grinding and mixing. Yet, such scenario cannot be implemented since after doing some 

research, it was found that the redundancy is evident since for good bricks it is mandatory to 

get grains of clay and sand as small as possible, and unfortunately the bricks’ refractory cannot 

get rid of it; otherwise, the output would not be as desired.  

  A fourth scenario would be investing in a new brick refractory machine. After doing 

some research, we found out about a machine that can go over the whole process of bricks’ 

making automatically and without having separate machines, employees standing next to 

machines, or even employees conducting bricks to the kiln or airing rooms. This machine can 

be imported from China or Bangladesh, and is a German technology; therefore, it is worth the 

try. The machine does not require a huge number of workers, but rather, a supervisor only and 

few employees to keep an eye on the machine. Hence, the added value of this alternative is the 

reduction of the number of workers, at the expense of the new investment in the machinery. 

On Excel, the costs related to this investment in the new machine are as shown below: 
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Table 9: Alternative n°9: Investing in a New Brick Refractory 

 A fifth and last scenario would be about adding some chemical additives to the bricks. 

According to Adnan I. O. Zaid, chemical additives “can produce good results i.e. low thermal 

conductivity, good compressive strength, good saturation coefficient and good red color”. [5] 

In other words, those additives are believed to enhance the physical and materials properties of 

the bricks, such as the resistivity, the absorption, and the strength of the bricks. Aluminum 

Oxide, or Alumina Al2O3, and Ferric Oxide Fe2O3 were chosen for the analysis. Even though 

they are not available in enough quantities for production in Morocco, they remain the best 

additives that can be added to the clay bricks so as to provide a more efficient product. Both 

chemicals will be supplied from China for low prices over transportation costs, and also for 

wide availability of the chemical powders there. For this alternative, the replacement project 

from Meknes with a composition of 80% clay and 20% sand was chosen. That is because 

supplying sand from Meknes is cheaper than from Rabat, and the use of the hydrometer is 

cheaper than keeping an employee checking the consistency of the mixture on the long term. 

Also, the new brick refractory could not be used, since it does not accept material other than 

clay and sand.  
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Additives that can be used: 

According to a study done by Adnan I. O. Zaid, several additives can be added to clay fired 

bricks, namely MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, CaO, Fe2O3, Na2O3, P2O5, TiO2, and K2O. Those additives 

should enhance the properties of the clay-fired bricks, and that is tested through different tests. 

In the paper, they test for compression, water absorption, and thermal conductivity. According 

to Ivan Freeman, those additives can “alter the rheological properties of clay and will enable 

the extrusion of a stiffer column with less water” [6]. The same presentation claims that this 

addition will enable a great dimensional flexibility as well.  

The results provided by the study give significant results in terms of the properties desired as 

mentioned above. However, ferric oxide was the element that showed great results although it 

was added in small percentages, about an average of 7%. Aluminum oxide was ranked second 

along with silicon oxide and calcium oxide. The results were provided through the assessment 

of the properties of bricks after firing. Indeed, the addition of all those chemicals helped 

increase the absorption of water, increase the compressive strength, and decrease the 

saturation coefficient.  

Since they all had pretty much the same results, I chose Aluminum oxide and Ferric oxide 

because first of all they are widely used and available everywhere. Financially speaking, the 

ratio efficiency cost was the highest for these two chemicals. Although aluminum oxide is 

available all around the world, it is not a cheap chemical; it is very expensive indeed.  

Safety in Transportation: 

Since chemicals are by nature very reactive, there is a risk related to the occurrence of 

chemical reactions while shipping those chemical additives. Indeed, studies have shown that 

chemicals extracted from metals have high tendencies to react easily. Having said this, the 

chemicals will be brought in special bags. Since using plastic is not a desirable idea when it 

comes to preventing reactions, the company thought about other innovative bags that could be 

kept for a period that extends to a year.  

On the other hand, those chemical additives should not be exposed to air or to sunlight. That is 

because they might react with oxygen in the air, and because sunlight has some negative 

effects on the efficiency of those additives. Research has shown that UV rays degrade the 

chemical properties, color, and reduce the life span of those additives. 

This being said, those special bags are designed in a way that prevents any chemical reaction 

along with preserving the same properties throughout the travelling period, and until 
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immediate use. Also, they have emphasized on the fact that those bags should not be opened 

until immediate use of those additives. In addition, the person who will use them should be 

extremely careful in the dosing; namely wearing goggles, plastic gloves, and appropriate 

clothing. 

 

 These scenarios appear on Excel as follows: 
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Table 10: Enhancing the properties of Bricks with the addition of Al2O3 

Table 11: Enhancing the properties of Bricks with the addition of Al2O3 
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  After all, it appears that we will be dealing with five different and distinct scenarios 

that are wrapped in the following: 

1. Extrabrik 

2. Replacing an employee with an automatic metering machine 

3. Changing the composition of bricks (from 70% clay 30% sand to 80% clay and 20% 

sand) 

4. Investing in a new brick refractory machine 

5. Having chemical additives 

The costs related to the data of all the previous alternatives are gathered in the following Excel 

Sheet, where the techniques previously discussed in the methodology section are applied: 

 

 

Table 12: Total costs per rubric, scenario and supplier 
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Table 13: Table of costs, capacity, unit costs and selling prices for four years 

Remarks on the table: 

 To be accurate, the analysis was based on the same annual capacity; however, since we 

cannot provide twice the material for regular brick refractories, it is better to adjust by 

playing on the annual capacity of the brick refractory machine. Hence, it was decided 

to reduce the number of shifts from two to one. As stated in the brochure of the 

machine in appendix C, one shift is seven hours long and the machines produces 

100,000 bricks within that time, which results in 700,000 bricks a day. Hence, to know 

how many days the brick making machine should operate, I simply did: 

21,450,000/700,000 = 30.64 days, which is roughly about 31 days. Having said this, it 

appears that the new brick refractory should operate about three times a month in order 

to produce the same capacity of a normal brick refractory. Changing the number of 

days for production changes a lot of parameters, mainly the electricity, coal, and fuel 

consumption, and it also reduces the salaries of the employees and their number. 

 On the other hand, if 330 days a year were to be considered, two shifts and a daily 

capacity of 1,400,000 bricks, that would result in a much smaller unit cost, since the 

annual capacity would be enormous. All in all, a change in such parameters would give 

the following results: 
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Table 14: Effect of changing the daily capacity of the new investment 

  7.5 Code in VBA 

  I used Visual Basic in this capstone project in the aim of automating the data and 

generating the most effective alternative or scenario based on different inputs.  

  7.5.1 Code for the Cost Benefit Analysis (Payback Period) 

The code used to generate the Payback Period for the best alternative chosen is attached in 

Appendix C. 

Essence of the code: 

The VBA code is implemented in a way to output the best alternative by showing the costs 

related to that alternative, and its payback period. The benefit in my case, as the costs that can 

be avoided, is the cost of importing bricks and selling them in Morocco. According to trading 

economics’ website, Morocco imports about $15 million value of tiles and bricks yearly. 

Since bricks are more used than tiles, a portion of 70% bricks from the total costs of imports 

was considered; that results in about $10.55 million, which is about 97.18 million MAD using 

an exchange rate of $9.2073/MAD. So by applying the formula of the Cost-Benefit Analysis 

as mentioned in the methodology section, the code gets to retrieve the Excel Sheet that results 

in that minimum unit costs and prints it in the CBA sheet.  

  7.5.2 Code for the NPV Analysis 

The code used to generate the Payback Period for the best alternative chosen is attached in 

Appendix D. 

Essence of the code: 

The NPV code consists of selecting the best alternative/project to be implemented based on 

the Net Present Value of this latter. As described in the NPV Analysis section, the initial 

investment and net cash flows should all be set and precise. Since the life expectancy of the 

brick making machine is about 15 years; that duration was set to be common as the life of all 

the projects.  

The Initial investment is computed as follows: 
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Also, the annual net cash flows for each alternative are computed as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upon applying these formulas on the data previously shared, the Excel table looked like the 

following: 

Table 15: Table representing the annual cash flows for each alternative 

 

Remarks on the table: 

 The table shows that the all the net cash flows are positive, which implies an annual 

profit, or revenues that surpass the annual costs.  

 The price of the land was not taken into consideration in the analysis for lack of 

information. However, the only impact of that opportunity cost should appear in the 

initial outlay and make a difference in the resulting NPV. 

Initial Outlay = Sum of the Machinery costs + Price of Raw Material 

Net Cash Flow= Annual Capacity * Selling Price – Price of Raw Material * (1 + inflation 

rate) – Net Salaries – Maintenance Cost – Electricity Cost – Water Cost – Coal Cost * (1 + 

inflation rate) – Fuel Cost * (1 + inflation rate) – Gasoline * (1 + inflation rate) 
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 7.6 Results in Excel 

7.6.1 Output of the Payback Period Code: 

 

Table 16: Output of the best alternative using the PB Period 

 

The output of the code shows that Investing in the new brick machine is the best 

alternative, in terms of initial investment and other related costs. It shows that it has a payback 

period of 233.1 days, since the formula adjusts for the number of days in a year. A payback 

period that is less than a year implies a very profitable project especially that the 

manufacturing days are so small, 31 days with regards to 330 for other alternatives. This being 

said, if the machine is being used normally (2 shifts for 330 days a year), its payback period 

would be much lower. 

However, if customers wish to enjoy stronger, stiffer, and tougher bricks, it would be 

better if they opt for the investment in the chemical additives alternative. Indeed, such 

alternative is costly since it results in a unit price that is about 7 MAD, which is seven times 
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greater than the unit cost of more than half of the alternatives.  Yet, its payback period, 

according to the formula, is 572,706 days, which is about 19 months. For less than two years, 

this alternative remains a very profitable option that can have an impact on the properties on 

the bricks and their prices.   

7.6.2 Output of the NPV Code: 

After running the code we get the following outputs for each discount rate: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 17: Table of the chosen alternative using the inflation rate (1.5%) as the discount rate 
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Table 18: Table of the chosen alternative using a discount rate of 1% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 19: Table of the chosen alternative using the risk free as a discount rate 
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Table 20: Table of the chosen alternative using a discount rate of 3% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 21: Table of the chosen alternative using a discount rate of 4% 
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Table 22: Table of the chosen alternative using a discount rate of 6% 

 

 

Table 23: Table of the chosen alternative using a discount rate of 15% (random) 
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Conclusion of results of the NPV: 

From the tables shown above, it appears that the bricks enhanced using Aluminum oxide are 

the most profitable investment, resulting in more than 2 billion MAD. Actually, those results 

seem so unrealistic because if it were the case, and if bricks were that profitable, everybody 

would be investing in them. That high difference between the initial investment and the net 

cash flows discounted is simply the result of a high unit cost that is mainly due to the price of 

the raw material involved in the production of those bricks.  

Also, such type of bricks is quite expensive for the casual customers; hence, it will only be 

available upon previous demand. So, it seems a little bit inaccurate to consider it in the 

analysis. Therefore, another simulation will be run while removing the alternative of adding 

aluminum oxide to the raw material.  

After doing so, the results are as follows: 

Table 24: Table of the new chosen alternative using a discount rate of 1.5% 
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Table 25: Table of the new chosen alternative using a discount rate of 2.25% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Table 26: Table of the new chosen alternative using a discount rate of 3% 
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Table 27: Table of the new chosen alternative using a discount rate of 4% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 28: Table of the new chosen alternative using a discount rate of 6% 
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Table 29: Table of the new chosen alternative using a discount rate of 15% (random) 

 

Conclusion of results of the NPV: 

After removing the alternative consisting of adding some chemical additives to the raw 

material before forming the bricks, it appears that the new chosen alternative is again 

investing in the new brick-making machine. The screenshots show again huge amounts in the 

NPV; however, since the costs are moderate with regards to the initial investment, that 

considerable difference is certainly due to not considering the land from which clay will be 

extracted, and also the land in which the refractory is going to be built. Also, resulting in a 

huge NPV is due to discounting at a low rate, which is 1%; as can be noticed from the tables 

above, as we increase the discount rate, the NPV decreases potentially. 

7.7 Interpretation of the results 

 After running both codes in different workbooks, it seems that both methods suggest 

the same alternative, which is investing in a new brick refractory. Actually, that alternative is 

profitable even though it is not being exploited 330 days a year. Indeed, with a number of 
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operating days that doesn’t exceed 31 days; the machine is showing great potential that can 

further be expanded. In addition, since the table of costs and selling prices is showing positive 

net cash flows during all the years after the initial investment is made that are beyond and 

above the initial outlay itself, then all alternatives seem profitable to me. Yet, here appears the 

great role of the payback period, since it is the only indicator that can make a difference 

between alternatives, as we will be selecting the most profitable alternative that has the 

shortest payback period.  

 Furthermore, since the production is a function of the demand, it is evident to select 

the alternative of producing bricks enhanced with chemical additives in case the customer has 

preference in properties rather than quantity produced or price. Note here that the additives 

that will be provided will not be kept in the refractory so as to avoid incurring costs of another 

storage area outside the refractory. Also, the supplier specified that the merchandise will be 

provided in plastic bags of 50 kg, and can be shipped to Casablanca within a week. Also, there 

is no problem in keeping the powder for a long time in the refractory, as long as the humidity 

level is kept low in order to avoid some possible reactions. 

8 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this capstone project, the best alternative that could be implemented in real rife in 

order to reach high profits from bricks was reached. While relying on real life data from 

Extrabrik, different scenarios were generated to enable reaching such a conclusion.  Also, 

implementing a VBA code contributed to an added value to this project by enabling the future 

managers to build scenarios and run the code to get automatic responses about the best 

alternative.  The best alternative is the fruit of two distinct and different codes. The first one 

consisted of outputting the alternative or scenario with the least payback period possible, and 

the second recommends the alternative that results in the highest NPV.  

So as to reach this final result, I went through a theoretical process via the literature 

review I made and thanks to a similar study done by some Nigerian scholars. After theory 

comes practice. Indeed, after gaining confidence from the readings and some memory 

refreshing from Engineering Economics practices, I could solve this issue with great accuracy. 

Frankly, the hardest part in this project was the code in VBA; as I only knew the software by 

name only. Thanks to tutorials and some coding basics, I could write the code and get precise 
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results that enhanced the digitalization part of the project. Automating the data was a big 

added value that would make implementing other alternatives an easy task.  

While proceeding in this capstone project, a number of challenges was overcome and a 

lot of things have been learnt. The big challenge was the data, since the implementation of the 

project necessitated accurate data. Having an idea about the expenses and revenues of a real 

company was not an easy task, because that is considered confidential and firm specific. The 

second challenge was the code in VBA. As previously said, I was not familiar with the 

software itself. Nonetheless, now that I could finally code using it, it seems like an enriching 

experience. 

As a future work, I could suggest implementing other alternatives related to the 

material and its properties. Since the essence of the project is economical, I could not dig 

deeper in the properties of the material and provide solutions to enhance those properties 

more. That was a bit included by suggesting the additives part, however it’s not enough. Also, 

widening the circle of research to include other construction material as well is encouraged. 

Another future work that could be suggested is to study the implications of the chemical 

additives on the house residents.  
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Cost effectiveness analysis for construction products, bricks with chemical additives can be 

studied by generating several scenarios and alternatives that can be studied using some 

financial methods studied previously in Engineering Economics.  

For the sake of generating immediate results, the work generated will require the use of 

Visual Basic as a software, which is free and helpful. Tests will be done to end up with the 

best alternative that can be implemented by a company planning to enter the brick industry.  

Based on previous researches, it appeared to me that the results can be generated using the 

Payback Period Method that gives the number of days needed to recover the initial 

investments; and the Net Present Value method that results in the net profit while 

discounting all costs and revenues to time 0. 

This study could be significant in the sense that it can on the medium and long term help 

the manager of the company generate automatic results of the different scenarios desired 

while having an idea about all the costs related to these scenarios.  
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Appendix B: Details concerning the new Brick Refractory Machine 
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Appendix C: VBA code for the Payback Period 
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Appendix D: VBA Code for the NPV 
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